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Research/education communities are growing and 
becoming more visible … 



Which has resulted in lots of calls to action … 



Calls need a how.

Available Examples + Tools. 
Encountered Challenges + Gaps.



Computational bias
literature since (at least) ‘97* 

But no standard methods.

*Friedman & Nissenbaum

**Remember tutorial today ...

about auditing & fairness history 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WyfW7cKS8PWw8AwzxKKChgNNGcKvKerE/view


Doing better 
(avoiding harm)

[Shapiro et al., 2017, 
Crawford, NeurIPS’17]



More positive outcomes & avoiding harmful outcomes of 

algorithms for groups of people

Not only: 
legally protected classes like gender, 
race, age

But also:
other societal categories like location, 
topical interests, (sub)culture etc.

Challenge:
subpopulations may be 
application-specific, intersectional, subject 
to complex social constructs

Not only: 
machine learning

But also:
any automated system 



Types of harm

[Shapiro et al., 2017, 
Crawford, NeurIPS’17]



Different types of harm

Harms of allocation withhold opportunity or resources

Harms of representation reinforce subordination along the lines 
of identity, stereotypes

Shapiro et al., 2017

Kate Crawford, “The Trouble With Bias” keynote N(eur)IPS’17



Allocation, incl resources



[Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018]

Quality of Service, degraded user experience

@jozjozjoz, 2009 Nikon S630



Representation 
Over/under-representation, stereotyping, denigration

[Kay et al., 2015]
[Sweeney, 2013]



 Allocation of 
resources

 Quality of 
Service  Stereotyping Denigration

 
Over- / Under-
Representation

Hiring system does not rank women as highly as 
men for technical jobs x x x x

Photo management program labels image of 
black people as “gorillas” x x

Image searches for “CEO” yield only photos of 
white men on first page x x

Types of harm can co-occur
& need to be specified



Why does this matter to 
practitioners?
different stakeholders - different arguments



1. Better product, serving wider audience(s)



2. Responsibility, social impact & PR



3. Legal & policy 



4. Competitive, both proactive & reactive



When you’ve got your 
stakeholders on board,

there are still practical translation challenges.



Different stakeholders can have
different perspectives on ‘fairness’

Arvind Narayanan Tutorial: 21 fairness definitions and their politics

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO19zyFNtkbcTQwERVVZB0Q


‘Bias’ and ‘fairness’
 are socio-technical 

& contested terminology.

You don’t model your way 
to a fair world.

You don’t ‘solve’ this.

**Remember tutorial today ...
about distinction between ‘bias’ and ‘fairness’ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r7yc986_sSuwhgRwNVGEQiH9HYBX1NpI/view


Not everything should be built.



Human (non)-decisions need support.

TONS  O
F

Machine learning lifecycle

This tutorial:



Better decision making 
from the start 

is easier than fixing things. 

But you’ll likely join an existing org, 
with existing systems.

Organizational & domain challenges

Mapping industry 
challenges

A case 
study

This tutorial: 



Pragmatic. Imperfect.
Sharing. Learning.
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Fairness Throughout the 
Machine Learning Lifecycle
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Most ML 
Research:



Testing ≠ Deployment
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Task Definition

[Wu & Zhang, 2016]



Task Definition



Best Practices: Task Definition

•  Clearly define the task & model’s intended effects
•  Try to identify and document unintended effects & biases
•  Clearly define any fairness requirements
•  Involve diverse stakeholders & multiple perspectives
•  Refine the task definition & be willing to abort



Research Challenges: Task Definition

•  What are the most effective ways to elicit diverse opinions? 
[e.g.,http://techpolicylab.org/diverse-voices/]
•  How should decisions be made within companies about 

which tasks to pursue and which to avoid?
•  How should we design processes for uncovering 

unintended effects and biases before development?
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Data: Societal Bias

[Caliksan et al., 2017]



Data: Societal Bias

[Caliksan et al., 2017]



Data: Skewed Sample



Best Practices: Choosing a Data Source

•  Think critically before collecting any data
•  Check for biases in data source selection process
•  Try to identify societal biases present in data source
•  Check for biases in cultural context of data source
•  Check that data source matches deployment context



Best Practices: Data Collection

•  Check for biases in
–  technology used to collect the data
– humans involved in collecting data
– sampling strategy
•  Ensure sufficient representation of subpopulations
•  Check that collection process itself is fair & ethical



Research Challenges: Source/Collection

•  Can we develop methods/tools to check for biases in the 
data source and data collection/sampling process?
•  What constitutes “sufficient representation” of 

subpopulations?
•  How can we achieve fairness without putting a tax on 

already disadvantaged populations?

Solutions may be domain-specific!



Data: Labeler Bias



•  Check for biases introduced by
– discarding data
– bucketing values
– preprocessing software
–  labeling/annotation software
– human labelers

Best Practices: Labeling & Preprocessing



•  Audit standard preprocessing tools for bias, along the 
lines of work on word embeddings [Bolukbasi et al. 2016]
•  Develop techniques (e.g., training material or post-

processing steps) to quantify and reduce the biases 
introduced by human labelers

Research Challenges: Labeling & 
Preprocessing



[Gebru et al., 2018]

Datasheets for Datasets



Research Challenges: Datasheets

• What is the right set of questions?
– How best to handle continually evolving datastreams?
– Are there legal or PR risks to creating datasheets?

• What is the right process for making a datasheet?
– How best to incentivize developers & PMs?
– How much (if anything) should be automated?

[Gebru et al., 2018]
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What is a model?

price of house = w1 * number of bedrooms + 
                            w2 * number of bathrooms + 
                            w3 * square feet + 
                            a little bit of noise



Model: Assumptions



Model: Objective Function



Best Practices: Model Definition

•  Clearly define all assumptions about model
•  Try to identify biases present in assumptions
•  Check whether model structure introduces biases
•  Check objective function for unintended effects
•  Consider including “fairness” in objective function



Research Challenges: Model Definition

•  Identify biases in common modeling assumptions (in 
consultation with domain experts)
•  Explore ways in which some measure of “fairness” might 

be included in the objective function—but be thoughtful 
about the limitations of this approach! [e.g., Corbett-Davies 
and Goel, 2018]
•  Move beyond supervised learning
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What is training?

price of house = w1 * number of bedrooms + 
                            w2 * number of bathrooms + 
                            w3 * square feet + 
                            a little bit of noise



Training Process
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Testing: Data

[Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018]



Testing: Metrics



Metrics: Points to Consider

Fairness is a non-trivial sociotechnical challenge
» Many types of harm relate to a broader cultural context 

than a single decision-making system
» Many aspects of fairness not captured by metrics

No free lunch! Can’t satisfy all metrics [Kleinberg et al. 2017]
» Need to make different tradeoffs in different contexts



Best Practices: Testing

•  Check that test data matches deployment context
•  Ensure test data has sufficient representation
•  Continue to involve diverse stakeholders
•  Revisit all fairness requirements
•  Use metrics to check that requirements are met



Research Challenges: Testing

•  What constitutes “sufficient representation” of 
subpopulations for test data in different domains?
•  What are the subpopulations of interest for testing?
•  Which fairness metrics are appropriate in which 

scenarios?
•  What are the right fairness metrics for unsupervised 

learning, RL, or complex systems like chatbots?
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Deployment: Context

[Phillips et al., 2011]



Best Practices: Deployment

•  Continually monitor
– match between training data, test data, and instances you 

encounter in deployment
–  fairness metrics
– user reports & user complaints
•  Invite diverse stakeholders to audit system for biases



Research Challenges: Deployment

•  Methods/tools to audit for shifts in population
•  Methods/tools to determine whether a particular error is a 

one-off issue or is indicative of a systemic problem
•  Audit existing system for biases (in collaboration with the 

teams that built the systems whenever possible)
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Feedback: Non-Adversarial



Feedback: Adversarial



Best Practices: Feedback

•  Continue to monitor
– match between training data, test data, and instances 

you encounter in deployment
–  fairness metrics
– user reports & user complaints
•  Monitor users’ interactions with system
•  Consider prohibiting some types of interactions



Best 
Practices

Research 
Challenges
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Improving fairness in ML systems: 
What do industry practitioners need?

(Holstein, Wortman Vaughan, Daumé III, Dudík, & Wallach, in press)



“...it would be so valuable to have more researchers want to 
embed on certain problems with product groups … so 
there's a shared sense of success by solving as opposed to 
[...] sitting outside of the problem and critiquing it…”
- anonymous interviewee



Domains

Machine Translation

Computer Vision

Speech and Voice

Content Personalization / Optimization

Natural Language Understanding

Face Recognition and Classification

Initial, exploratory interviews with 
product managers (PMs) for each 
of 6 product teams at a major 
technology company



Domains

Machine Translation

Computer Vision

Speech and Voice

Content Personalization / Optimization

Natural Language Understanding

Face Recognition and Classification

Initial, exploratory interviews with 
product managers (PMs) for each 
of 6 product teams at a major 
technology company

→ Disconnects between 
     research and practice



Series of semi-structured interviews with an 
additional 29 ML practitioners across 25 product 
teams from 10 major technology companies

Main interview study



Main interview study

Initial 
Data collection

+
Dataset design

Taking action
Deciding whether 

and how to address 
discovered issues

Fairness 
auditing

Current practices and 
challenges

Needs for additional 
support

e.g., “Can you recall times you or your team 
________________________? … Can you walk me through 
how your team ______________________?”

e.g., “Imagine you’d had access to a magical, 
all-knowing oracle, and could ask it anything you 
wanted, to help your team ______________________ ...”



Bottom-up, Iterative Affinity Diagramming



Anonymous survey (n=267)

Technology areas Team roles



Disconnects



Models vs. Data

● ML literature generally assumes data is given and focuses on fair 
models and/or algorithms to optimize fairness metrics.

● Industry practitioners more often turn to the data first
○ 65% of survey respondents reported having control over data 

collection or curation
○ 73% of respondents who had tried to address fairness issues had 

focused on collecting more training data



● Needs for support in creating datasets that support fairness 
downstream
○ e.g., tools to diagnose whether a given fairness issue might be 

addressed by collecting more training data from a particular 
subpopulation … and to predict how much more data is needed

Models vs. Data

“I always would just really want to 
know how much was enough.” - R4

(cf. Chen, Johansson, & Sontag, 2018;  Nushi, Kamar, & Horvitz, 2018)



● Needs for support in creating datasets that support fairness 
downstream
○ e.g., tools to help actively guide data collection / curation processes

Models vs. Data

“To score African American students fairly, they need examples of 
[these] students scoring highly. But in the data [the data collection 
team] collect[s], this is very rare. 
[...We need] some kind of way to indicate [which schools] to collect 
from [...] or what to bother spending the extra money to score.”  - R19

(cf. Chen, Johansson, & Sontag, 2018;  Nushi, Kamar, & Horvitz, 2018)



Blind Spots

● ML literature often assumes subpopulations of interest are given 
(e.g., based on race, gender, age, religion), but several interviewees 
highlighted needs for support in identifying relevant subpopulations
○ 62% of survey respondents said it would be very/extremely useful



Blind Spots

● ML literature often assumes subpopulations of interest are given 
(e.g., based on race, gender, age, religion), but several interviewees 
highlighted needs for support in identifying relevant subpopulations
○ 62% of survey respondents said it would be very/extremely useful

“It’s just everyone’s collecting all the 
things that they can think of that could 
be offensive and testing for it”  - R2

“...you know, no one person on the 
team are experts in all types of bias or 
offense… especially when you take 
into account different cultures and 
different parts of the world” - R4



Blind Spots

“[although people tend to] start thinking about attributes 
like [ethnicity and gender], the biggest problem I found 
is that these [subpopulations] should be defined based 
on the domain and problem.”  - R32



“It’d be nice to have a central place to kind of know 
where we could potentially go wrong… 

Otherwise, you just have to put your model out there, 
and then you know if there’s fairness issues if someone 
raises hell...”  - R7

Blind Spots



● Scaffolding fairness-aware test set design 
○ (e.g., sharing test sets across teams, facilitating rapid dataset annotation)

Blind Spots

“It’d be nice to have a central place to kind of know 
where we could potentially go wrong… 

Otherwise, you just have to put your model out there, 
and then you know if there’s fairness issues if someone 
raises hell...”  - R7

(cf. Yang, Suh, Chen, & Ramos, 2018)



Blind Spots

● Interviewees shared stories in which they were hampered in 
addressing issues by their teams’ cultural blind spots



Blind Spots

● Interviewees shared stories in which they were hampered in 
addressing issues by their teams’ cultural blind spots

“If I noticed that there’s some celebrity from Taiwan 
that doesn’t have enough images in there, I actually 
don’t know what they look like to go and fix that. [...]

But, Beyoncé, I know what she looks like.”  - R4



Blind Spots

● Team diversity

● Fairness-focused interview questions

● Ad-hoc recruitment of diverse, team-external “experts” 
(for specific tasks requiring team-external knowledge)

(cf. Retelny, Robaszkiewicz, To, Lasecki, Patel, Rahmati, Doshi, Valentine, & Bernstein, 2014)



UX Side Effects of Fairness 
Interventions

● Needs for tools and processes that can help teams anticipate trade-offs 
between particular aspects of fairness and other desiderata for an ML 
system (beyond ‘fairness vs accuracy’ – e.g., user satisfaction)

(cf. Dove, Halskov, Forlizzi, & Zimmerman, 2017;  Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996;  
Selbst, Friedler, Venkatasubramanian, & Vertesi, 2019)



UX Side Effects of Fairness 
Interventions

● Needs for tools and processes that can help teams anticipate trade-offs 
between particular aspects of fairness and other desiderata for an ML 
system (beyond ‘fairness vs accuracy’ – e.g., user satisfaction)

“...even if your scores come out better... at 
the end of the day, it's really just different 
from what you had before… and [customers] 
notice that for their particular scenario… it's 
different in a negative way…”   - R4

“...we had a couple of deployments 
which regressed in serious ways which 
our error rate did not reflect…”  - R1

(cf. Dove, Halskov, Forlizzi, & Zimmerman, 2017;  Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996;  
Selbst, Friedler, Venkatasubramanian, & Vertesi, 2019)



UX Side Effects of Fairness 
Interventions

● Teams often reported implementing local, “band-aid” solutions to 
avoid risk of system-wide side effects 

“...we had a couple of deployments 
which regressed in serious ways which 
our error rate did not reflect…”  - R1

“So the idea really is fix the problem... for 
the [specific] case under investigation but 
try not to break anything else”  - R1



Limitations of Existing ML Methods

● Most fairness metrics designed for classification (bail/no bail, hire/no 
hire), while product groups face a much richer space of applications 
(chatbots, adaptive tutoring, search)
○ Interviewees reported struggling to use existing fairness research
○ Applications less amenable to de-contextualized fairness metrics of 

isolated ML system components



Limitations of Existing ML Methods

● Most fairness metrics designed for classification (bail/no bail, hire/no 
hire), while product groups face a much richer space of applications 
(chatbots, adaptive tutoring, search)
○ Interviewees reported struggling to use existing fairness research
○ Applications less amenable to de-contextualized fairness metrics of 

isolated ML system components

(cf. Jain, Pecune, Matsuyama, & Cassell, 2018)

“[with] contextual kinds of responses [it is] 
harder to [...] predict all the outcomes 
[... It would help to] find ways to automate 
the identification of risky conversation 
patterns that emerge.”  - R17



Limitations of Existing ML Methods

● Most fairness metrics designed for classification (bail/no bail, hire/no 
hire), while product groups face a much richer space of applications 
(chatbots, adaptive tutoring, search)
○ Interviewees reported struggling to use existing fairness research
○ Applications less amenable to de-contextualized fairness metrics of 

isolated ML system components

(cf. Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996;  Selbst, Friedler, Venkatasubramanian, & Vertesi, 2019)

“If we think about educational interventions
as analogous to medical interventions or 
drug trials [...] we know and [expect] a 
particular intervention will have different 
effects on different subpopulations.” - R30

“[with] contextual kinds of responses [it is] 
harder to [...] predict all the outcomes 
[... It would help to] find ways to automate 
the identification of risky conversation 
patterns that emerge.”  - R17



Limitations of Existing ML Methods

● ML literature generally assumes individual-level access to sensitive 
attributes, which many teams lack
○ Needs for support in effectively and efficiently monitoring fairness with 

access only to coarse-grained, partial, or indirect information
(e.g., neighborhood- or organization-level statistics)

(cf. Kilbertus et al., 2018;  Veale & Binns, 2018)



Limitations of Existing ML Methods

● ML literature generally assumes individual-level access to sensitive 
attributes, which many teams lack
○ Needs for support in effectively and efficiently monitoring fairness with 

access only to coarse-grained, partial, or indirect information
(e.g., neighborhood- or organization-level statistics)

“If we had more people who we could throw at this... ‘Can we leverage 
this fuzzy [coarse-grained] data to [audit]?’ that would be great [...] 

It’s a fairly intimidating research problem I think, for us.”  - R21

(cf. Kilbertus et al., 2018;  Veale & Binns, 2018)



● ML literature generally assumes individual-level access to sensitive 
attributes, which many teams lack
○ Needs for support in effectively and efficiently monitoring fairness with 

access only to coarse-grained, partial, or indirect information
(e.g., neighborhood- or organization-level statistics)

Limitations of Existing ML Methods

(cf. Kilbertus et al., 2018;  Veale & Binns, 2018)

“We called it the SETHtimator, a sex and ethnicity estimator. [...with] one dataset, 
we [only] had a list of people’s names and their IP addresses. 

So we were able to sort of cross-reference their IP addresses with a name 
database, and from there use a [classifier] to list a probability that someone with 
that name in that region would have a certain gender or ethnicity. [...]” - R23



Biases in the Humans in the Loop

● Several interviewees mentioned biases in the humans embedded at 
different stages of the machine learning pipeline (e.g., crowdworkers 
who annotate data)
○ 69% of survey respondents said tools to reduce the influence of biases 

from humans in the loop would be very/extremely useful 

● This contrasts the common attitude that teams should just add a 
human in the loop to combat undesirable biases

(cf. Kamar, Kapoor, & Horvitz, 2015)



● Research on how to support practitioners in “fairness-aware” data collection 
and curation

● Application- and domain-specific tools and resources

● Research on how to support fairness auditing given only partial demographic 
information (e.g., neighborhood- or organization-level demographics)

● Useful and usable tools for fairness debugging
(e.g., determining whether a customer complaint represents a “one-off” or is indicative of a systemic 
issue … or diagnosing the cause(s) of particular unfair behaviors in multi-component ML systems)

● New tools and approaches for prototyping ML systems
(beyond existing UX prototyping methods)

Major Needs



For more...



Improving fairness in practice requires 
co-design and participatory approaches 
to research*

“...it would be so valuable to have more researchers want to 
embed on certain problems with product groups … so there's a 
shared sense of success by solving as opposed to [...] sitting 
outside of the problem and critiquing it…”
- anonymous interviewee

* But external critiques can be extremely impactful!
(e.g., Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018; Raji & Buolamwini, 2019)
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Translation, tracks & data:
Lessons learnt while setting up an algorithmic bias 
effort, in a specific domain.

[Cramer et al., 
CHI’19 case study]



From a research perspective to ‘product’ perspective.

Empower teams to assess & address algorithmic bias 
and better serve underserved audiences.



Music. 
emotional,  
personal,
social, 
(sub)cultural.



One very specific effort & domain.

Lessons learnt from establishing a common framework
1) Organizational activities
2) Checklists and other tools

Lessons learnt from auditing
3) A case study in voice / recommendation products 



A shared framework.



* has characteristics influenced by (non-)decisions 

 

Any dataset, 
any algorithmic outcome 

is ‘biased’*



Research
Product and 
Tech Impact
Tools & methods.

External
Communication

org-wide 
education & 
coordination

Algorithmic bias effort with 
different types of activities & talents 



Shared framework
& education

Complemented with 
specific deep-dives.

Org-wide 
shared framework

Shared tools, expectations

Product-area specific methods



‘Checklist’ effort



First step:
help teams think concretely about ‘entry points for 
bias’ in their products 

1 2

data Algo
& team

3

outcomes

Springer, Garcia-Garthright, Cramer,  UX of AI ’18



● (un)intended characteristics?
● How would you assess this?
● Prioritization & action items?

Combining existing resources into a ‘checklist’ for teams?

pre-survey 
examples 

Springer, Garcia-Garthright, Cramer,  
UX of AI ’18, ACM Interactions ‘18

Data
Social data biases (Olteanu et al.,‘16)
Dataset nutrition label (Chmielinksi et al.’17)
Datasheets for datasets (Gebru et al. `18)

Models  Modelcards for model reporting (Mitchell et al. ‘18)

Outcomes

Preexisting, Technical Bias, Emergent Bias 
(Friedman & Nissenbaum, ‘97)

Types of harm (Crawford’17)

Cycle  
Bias on the Web cyclical model (Baeza-Yates ‘16) 

ML Life cycle. (Wallach & Wortman Vaughan ‘19) 

Team diversity

1 2

data Algo
& team

3

outcomes

+
Internal discussions

Main external frameworks



data

Chmielinksi et al, ‘18
datanutrition.media.mit.edu

Gebru et al, ‘18
Datasheets for datasets

Mitchell et al, ‘18
Modelcards for model reporting

Models



DATA
 
Population bias: Are there differences between the data 
population’s demographics [...]  and the target population?
 
Behavioral bias: Are there differences in user behavior across 
platforms (mobile, voice?) or contexts (work, party, family) [...]
 
Temporal bias Are there differences in populations or behaviors 
over time?
 
Redundancy Are there data items that appear in multiple copies, 
or are near duplicates, or happen artificially often (bots)?
 
Content production bias Are there lexical, syntactic, semantic, or 
structural differences in how content is produced vs the content 
that you want to surface?
 
Linking bias Are there differences in the attributes of networks, or 
user connections that affect your data?
 
Interface Bias Are there biases that result from UI design or 
presentation? (e.g. position/ranking bias)
 
Sampling Biases: Are there any biases resulting from data 
sampling choices?

Self-Selection Bias: Who would not participate in this product?

ALGO & TEAM
 
Algorithmic parameters bias
Do you expect any side-effects from your model, and 
(hyper) parameter choices?
  
Team composition
Are there any knowledge/experience gaps within the team, 
i.e. would you be able to recognize ‘obvious’ problems?

OUTCOMES
 
CONTENT/CREATOR OUTCOMES
Which content gaps* are intended or expected?[…]
 
Which unintended content gaps do you want to avoid / 
test for? 
 
USER OUTCOMES
Which performance or satisfaction gaps are intended or 
expected?I.e. for which users is this going to work very 
well, and for whom will it not [..]? 

What do you want to avoid/ test for?

We tried to summarize this all … 

Incl. aspects from 
a.o:
-Social data biases 
(Olteanu et al.,‘16)
-Bias on the Web 
(Baeza-Yates ‘16) 
-Types of harm 
(Crawford’17)
-Dataset nutrition 
label (Chmielinksi et 
al.’17)
-Datasheets for 
datasets (Gebru et al. 
`18)



DATA
 
Population bias: Are there differences between the data 
population’s demographics [...]  and the target population?
 
Behavioral bias: Are there differences in user behavior across 
platforms (mobile, voice?) or contexts (work, party, family) [...]
 
Temporal bias Are there differences in populations or behaviors 
over time?
 
Redundancy Are there data items that appear in multiple copies, 
or are near duplicates, or happen artificially often (bots)?
 
Content production bias Are there lexical, syntactic, semantic, or 
structural differences in how content is produced vs the content 
that you want to surface?
 
Linking bias Are there differences in the attributes of networks, or 
user connections that affect your data?
 
Interface Bias Are there biases that result from UI design or 
presentation? (e.g. position/ranking bias)
 
Sampling Biases: Are there any biases resulting from data 
sampling choices?

Self-Selection Bias: Who would not participate in this product?

ALGO & TEAM
 
Algorithmic parameters bias
Do you expect any side-effects from your model, and 
(hyper) parameter choices?
  
Team composition
Are there any knowledge/experience gaps within the team, 
i.e. would you be able to recognize ‘obvious’ problems?

OUTCOMES
 
CONTENT/CREATOR OUTCOMES
Which content gaps* are intended or expected?[…]
 
Which unintended content gaps do you want to avoid / 
test for? 
 
USER OUTCOMES
Which performance or satisfaction gaps are intended or 
expected?I.e. for which users is this going to work very 
well, and for whom will it not [..]? 

What do you want to avoid/ test for?

We tried to summarize this all … 

Simplify, and simplify some more.

A didactic tool isn’t necessarily a practical day-to-day tool.

General frameworks educate, but do not surface 
domain-specific priorities or goals to help decision making.

{Data, model/API, product} ownership is just as important; 
who can fix / break things? 

Incl. aspects from 
a.o:
-Social data biases 
(Olteanu et al.,‘16)
-Bias on the Web 
(Baeza-Yates ‘16) 
-Types of harm 
(Crawford’17)
-Dataset nutrition 
label (Chmielinksi et 
al.’17)
-Datasheets for 
datasets (Gebru et al. 
`18)



Creator streams

Gender 
Popularity
Genre
Locality 

Does this product work 
for listeners? 

Music taste 
Subculture
Gender
Age
New Markets 

Help teams figure out which 
subpopulations and outcomes to focus on
Streaming outcomes.
Representation.

Jasmine 
McNealy

Avriel Epps



DATA
 
Population bias: Are there differences between the data 
population’s demographics [...]  and the target population?
 
Behavioral bias: Are there differences in user behavior across 
platforms (mobile, voice?) or contexts (work, party, family) [...]
 
Temporal bias Are there differences in populations or behaviors 
over time?
 
Redundancy Are there data items that appear in multiple copies, 
or are near duplicates, or happen artificially often (bots)?
 
Content production bias Are there lexical, syntactic, semantic, or 
structural differences in how content is produced vs the content 
that you want to surface?
 
Linking bias Are there differences in the attributes of networks, or 
user connections that affect your data?
 
Interface Bias Are there biases that result from UI design or 
presentation? (e.g. position/ranking bias)
 
Sampling Biases: Are there any biases resulting from data 
sampling choices?

Self-Selection Bias: Who would not participate in this product?

ALGO & TEAM
 
Algorithmic parameters bias
Do you expect any side-effects from your model, and 
(hyper) parameter choices?
  
Team composition
Are there any knowledge/experience gaps within the team, 
i.e. would you be able to recognize ‘obvious’ problems?

OUTCOMES
 
CONTENT/CREATOR OUTCOMES
Which content gaps* are intended or expected?[…]
 
Which unintended content gaps do you want to avoid / 
test for? 
 

What can you make centrally 
accessible?

Pipelines
Dashboards

From data engineering to data auditing



Lessons learnt from
auditing and dashboarding

[Cramer et al., 
CHI’19 case study]



Practical and scalable models 
are also needed Models OutcomeS

Demonstrating positive 
(or at least non-negative) impact



Some content gaps & biases are intentional:

● New music playlists: recency bias

Some content gaps & biases can be argued to be unfair:

● Under-index of certain genres over others

Domain & product knowledge & judgement required.

Challenges in showing data & assessing ‘fairness’ 



‘Success’ metrics differ between groups & genres

Aggregate over users

Jazz listeners consume Jazz and other playlists for longer period than average. 
users.



Sometimes genres should be 
underrepresented for a better experience

Less acoustic 

more acoustic

Minsu Park,Jenn Thom, Henriette Cramer, Sarah Mennicken, Michael Macy.
Nature Human Behavior ‘19

DecJan



We also need to measure 
long-term impact

Being recommended once, 
vs. gaining a lifelong fan.

This should influence 
prioritization & measurement.



Know your baselines.

● The music industry isn’t balanced.
● Comparing ‘recommended’ to ‘explicitly asked for’ is one baseline
● Data will be missing on intersections with popularity. This can 

misrepresent results if you don’t show missing data.



Classification & data collection 
have consequences.

Who is a ‘local’
artist or not?

Don’t collect? Self-identify?
‘Internationalize’?

What is (not) a genre?



data

Machines don’t know what machines don’t know.
You need an human perspective.

algotorial = algorithmic + editorial

Editors
Data curators
Employee resource groups
Product teams & grassroots reports 



Auditing case study: voice



Playing 
‘Delicate 

Tony 
Curious’

Dialects Playing 
‘YouTube 
Baddest’

Play you da 
baddest

Multilingual & 
code switching

Play Dile Que Tu 
Me Quieres

Springer & Cramer, CHI’18

NAVUZIMETRO#PT2

Lil Uzi Vert

PΣNT▲GR▲MΦPHΦNΣ 

V▲LH▲LL

oOoOO

Sunn O)))

Creative 
expression

Play PRBLMS by 
6lack



Log-voice-
findability = 
log(streams/
voice finds)

Track popularity rank

Building models for each of these 
issues is time-intensive & fragile.

Your detection methods will have 
limitations too.



1 2

data Algo
& team

3

outcomes

Lessons Learnt

Domains like audio & music & 
entertainment you also run into big open 
challenges.

Self-serve tools are useful, but org-wide 
tools help track concrete impact; and 
require lots of hidden work.

All tools were helpful, and inspiration, but 
there was still a gap in checklist, 
dashboarding, case studies (open 
research challenge!).

Research
Product and Tech 

Impact
Tools & methods.

External
Communication

org-wide 
education & 
coordination



Fairness throughout the 
machine learning lifecycle

Intro

Organizational & domain challenges

This 90-min tutorial 

Decisions while building The wider context

Recap

Mapping industry 
challenges

A case 
study

Henriette 
(10 mins)

Jenn (25 mins) Ken (20 mins) Henriette (20 mins)

Henriette 
(5 mins)



To recap this tutorial



Fairness throughout the 
machine learning lifecycle

Organizational & domain challenges

Decisions while building The wider context

Mapping industry 
challenges

A case 
study

Decisions are made at every 
point of the pipeline.

Those decisions need support.

Concrete examples or 
pragmatic advice  help.

Organizational work is as crucial as advanced ML-methods.

Shared frameworks / checklists are useful didactics, but 
each product & domain needs specific methods. 

A lot of issues are ‘known’. That doesn’t mean there is 
easy-to-digest advice available for practitioners.

Translation tutorial FAT* 2019. Challenges of incorporating algorithmic ‘fairness’ into 
practice. Algorithmicbiasinpractice.wordpress.com

+



Assessing & addressing algorithmic bias 
requires navigating uncertainty.

Who to involve, what to prioritize,
how to assess & address,
& predicting interventions’ impact.

What if … ?



Enable organizing 
& sharing.
Let’s make the 
community + work 
accessible.

Practitioner? Please come chat with us!


